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Vision 2017: The best was saved for last
Highlights from the IBM Vision conference in Orlando, Florida.

Having

recently returned to Sydney from
attending the IBM Vision Conference, with
Nick Potts - Director and Karl Blackler – Lead
Consultant, I’ve had time to reflect on the key
note message and everything that was presented
over the 4 days - the first day being a specific
Business Partner event.
The presenters ranged from Clients, to IBM
Executives, IBM Product Development teams,
Business Partners and Industry Thought Leaders
speaking about the future of data and analytics.
One thing that has stuck with me is that the future
is extremely bright, there is plenty of technology
and solutions within the IBM stables that are
quickly changing the way we do business, interact
with our customers, vendors and teams and
improve our general productivity. This message
was supported by real-life demonstrations and
examples of the technologies.
For customers, the event was opened with the
Keynote presentation delivered by Geoff Colvin,
the Fortune Magazine Senior Editor. Geoff spoke
about the challenges with a frictionless datadriven economy. Now if like myself you need to
understand what this new economy is – simply
put, it is an environment where information, labour
and resource such as money move easily, cheaply
and almost instantly, and where organisations
form new relationships with customers. To
demonstrate this new economy, Geoff used the
example of Tesla where the organisation faced a
potential recall over fires in their new vehicles, but
through the ability to deploy a software update
through the internet, Tesla avoided a costly recall
exercise and prevented these vehicles from
experiencing the same problem.
With these changes shaping the way we do
business, new and involving challenges will
emerge, and it means new competitors and
threats that we may not see coming. As such, we
need to remain agile and vigilant – remain ready
to take advantage of opportunities and ensure
our business is flexible and can adapt quickly.

IBM brings the solutions to address and deal
with many of these challenges and turn them
into opportunities. Geoff highlighted that the
necessary flexibility, insight and responsiveness
can be achieved with smart use of data and
artificial intelligence. Geoff said that instead
of doing an autopsy on our data, we can now
predict the “when and where.” To support this,
CitiBike, an IBM Customer, demonstrated how
they use rider data to show that cyclists were not
avoiding bike rides because the temperature was
cold, but that customers decreased in weather
with a particular combination of temperature,
humidity and dew. They also demonstrated that
they could more accurately predict customers
based on weather forecasts, and adjust inventory
accordingly.
To watch the Keynote or other on-demand
sessions, you can access them here (please
note, you need an IBM ID to register and watch)
From the Keynote, I followed the FOPM (Financial
and Operational Performance Management)
streams, while also getting to the Cognitive
sessions when I could afford time. Nick and
Karl split their time across the new innovations
in Cognos BI and Watson Analytics as well as
the FOPM platforms. There was plenty on offer
in regards to sessions to attend, so fortunately
presentation downloads were available for a
replay of sessions for those that clashed with
ones attended. The IBM Event application is also
an asset when it comes to planning your days
and reviewing content for each session. This
application is updated for all IBM events, and is
not just an IBM Vision tool.
As a high-level summary, we were all impressed
with just how far the products have come and how
the strategy is unfolding. For those of you who
have been watching the evolution of IBM Cognos
TM1, Cognos BI, Cognos Disclosure Management
and all things Watson; what was presented at
Vision demonstrated a much more advanced
state of development and integration between
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these core platforms. IBM have also starting
moving away from the “cloud, cloud, cloud”
messaging of former events and refreshingly
presented hybrid cloud a lot stronger – realising
that for us in the world of Finance, there may not
be an immediate desire to move to the cloud
for core financial tools and processes, or maybe
there is? In any case, it is good to see both
environments (physical on premise and on the
cloud SaaS) being represented.
On the technology side, you can see the emphasis
on the new platforms (are they still new?) so
where we have had very minimal updates to
TM1, there have been 20 x 3 consecutive weeks
of new releases of IBM Planning Analytics and
6 new releases of CA11. For Planning Analytics
this means that every three weeks, we have had
a new update which has included new features,
bug fixes and improvements. And there is no
sign of stopping this development with a lot of
exciting new features and functionality in the
works (which I cannot share here due to legal
constraints).
In regards to IBM Planning Analytics, there has
been a wealth of new developments focusing
on bringing the modelling experience into the
UI (Planning Analytics Workspace or PAW).
This includes dimension hierarchy maintenance
and server administration. Another feature
which I believe will be significantly used, is the
opportunity to compare between multiple
sandboxes, allowing modelers to create new
what-if versions on the fly and stack these in
their columns of a workspace widget. If MTQ
(Multi-threaded queries) TI debuggers and MTF
(Multi-threaded feeders), lock contention and
rule profiling all sounds foreign to you – then you
can rest assured that there have been a large
number of back-end features and functionality to
help with TM1’s performance and administration.
IBM Cognos Analytics and Watson also have
had considerable updates. I took most notice
to the new time-series forecasting available
within Watson Analytics. There have also been a
range of new API’s added to BlueMix to support
Watson applications including the ability to pull
data from images (think a photo of a cake and
Watson identifying the size, brand, calories and

other important data) as well as the ChatBot
to help with customer service and answer a
customer’s questions faster and potentially
more accurate than a human. This platform
is called “Watson Conversation” and you can
watch this in action here
The final comment I would make, is that through
attending some of the customer presentations
(most of which were North American clients) it
has become evident that Cortell’s client models
and reporting, far excel the models presented;
as we push the boundaries in the use of TM1’s
here in Australia. In seeing what our clients are
using TM1, SPSS and Cognos for, I can safely say
that we have some of the most advanced and
sophisticated planning and analytic platforms,
developed with and for our customers down
under in Australia. So, how about we go show
these to the world at the next event?
Cortell are well respected on the global stage
within IBM for the work that we do with our
customers here in Australia and this was evident
through the executive meetings afforded to us as
well as the open support provided for anything
we need to make our customer’s analytics
journeys successful.
If you are interested in seeing any of the new
tools and solutions, or the latest releases of any
IBM Business Analytic technology, please let us
know. We have access to the latest and greatest
and would be more than happy to step you
through the capability and discuss how you can
plan your analytics journey with IBM.
Lastly, as I mentioned in the title, the event is the
last of the IBM Vision conferences being held
in Orlando. This conference is being wrapped
into the much larger “IBM Think” happening in
Las Vegas, NV March 19–22, 2018. Think is about:
AI, Cloud, Commerce, Data, IoT and Security. As
these technologies and platforms have merged,
so too has IBM merged into a single event. If you
would like to attend, have questions about this
upcoming event and its relevance to you – or
would even like to get your solution/project up
on stage, then please don’t hesitate to reach out
and contact us. We would be more than happy
to assist.

Links
Conference Sessions - https://www-01.ibm.com/marketing/iwm/dre/signup?source=urx14993&S_PKG=ov58059
Watson Conversation -https://youtu.be/OQ9FjKhRGsU
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A big quarter at the Cortell Care centre
Our team of dedicated Cortell Care support specialists have had a big quarter
helping many organisations.

Two of our global clients with multi-

jurisdictional locations relied heavily on the
Cortell Care team to provide 24/7 support
during critical times over the year end and to
help with the coordination and business support
needs during resource intensive periods. One
has called on the 24/7 support again to support
their budget process ensuring any support
required for the business was available as
needed.
Several local clients required BAU support as
an augmentation to their existing staff base
as they took on additional challenges and
the work delivered by the team helped the
clients continue forward without impact on the
business.
With several new cloud customers onboarded in
the first quarter for PA and CA the Cortell Care
team are quickly adapting to new requirements
and processes and are able to support and train
any client undertaking that journey.
The extended support assistance provided by
the Cortell Care team was over and above their
daily duties of being at the end of a phone

and computer screens, working diligently with
our clients helping them through business and
technical questions alike.
Training
Several training courses where delivered in the
first quarter focusing on both TM1 and Cognos
BI – but in all instances the core course content
was supplemented by the “what’s new” in the
releases of PA and CA11 respectively. The speed
by which these applications are evolving and
the new features available now will mean the
training department will be very busy in the
year ahead.
The Cortell Care team are located in Sydney,
Brisbane and Melbourne and offer our clients
dedicated support to augment or bolster
existing client capabilities across the TM1 (PA)
or Cognos BI (CA) analytics platforms. As a first
line port of call for all your support requests
the team will focus on the assistance you need
and in turn they are supported by 40 plus
consultants with extensive domain expertise of
required. For the cost of a single resource you
get an entire company supporting you.
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your iPad, which is great for managers reviewing
forecasts or checking the weekly sales KPI’s.

IBM Planning Analytics
Let’s take another look at the next evolution of TM1 and why this platform is being
rapidly adopted here in Australia.

IBM Cognos TM1 has been around since

the early 1980s and is primarily used as an
Enterprise Planning Software Solution. As a
consultant, who implements IBM Cognos TM1,
I can assure you that TM1 is much more than
just a planning solution: Activity Based Costing,
Operational Reporting, Logic driven process
optimisation and Management Reporting to
name but a few. Some of the technology that
supports TM1 has not been updated for many
years, and as a competitive product in the
marketplace it was time for IBM to review the
best and worst parts of this product. As part of
this transition, IBM have decided that the TM1
name will be replaced with the new title IBM
Planning Analytics. The process of updating
TM1 to IBM Planning Analytics has seen IBM
build several new user interfaces and upgrade
the underlying product using newer technology.
IBM Planning Analytics Server
The server is the base of the PA architecture
which is the continuation of the IBM Cognos
TM1 10.2.2 product. While the interfaces were
improved so too was the server, with many
new features having found their way into the
product.
Hierarchies
TM1 has always dealt with dimension
elements as parents and children. There
was no distinction between hierarchies, as
the dimension had to have uniqueness. If
an organisation was restructuring, a second
hierarchy could be created but it would require
a prefix to make it unique. IBM have introduced
a change to the way dimensions are handled,
and split the elements from the hierarchy.
Hierarchies can be copied as they are and
adjusted, so a restructure can be evaluated
using the same name as the original.
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This also gives greater options with integration
with Cognos Analytics, formerly Cognos
Business Intelligence, as levels can be defined
by hierarchy not the dimension.
Virtual Dimensions
End users can now extend their analysis by
adding attributes to an existing dimension and
then creating a virtual dimension on this data.
This allows a user to filter data as if it was an
actual dimension in the cube. A dimension
with a staff ID could have attributes added for
Gender, Age, Time Employed, etc. and then used
as analysis points on the fly without rebuilding
the cube.
Technical Improvements
The locking model has seen more improvements
with reduced locking for dimension updates.
The result of this means updates can occur
more often with less user contention.
Better utilisation of multi-threading within
the server means feeders can now be multithreaded on start-up, resulting in faster load
times. Reading of data has been multithreaded
for a while now with MTQ settings, but these
improvements have also been integrated into
Turbo Integrator views. These updates all push
the boundaries for organisations to have even
more complex models, with larger datasets and
user numbers.
Planning Analytics Workspace (PAW)
PAW is a new rich interactive web interface
designed from the ground up to cater for fast
analytics, freedom of object placement, and
great graphical features. This product will give a
real application feel to your models, it is zerofootprint, so no component downloads are
required for end users, accessed via the web
browser. Visually rich dashboards can easily
be created in minutes using drag n drop to the
canvas, many visualisations are available that
look impressive. PAW can also be viewed on

IBM is keen on integrating its products and
you’ll find some IBM Watson features have
found their way into the product. Simply ask
for “How many Sales of Motorbikes in January”
and PAW will use Natural Language processing
to return a list of cubes, views and reports,
and even match the view to your question on
selecting. Data can also be sent to Watson
for analysis and Watson is part of the same
interface.
Planning Analytics for Excel (PAX)
PAX now incorporates 85% of the Perspectives
functionality, so anyone with existing TM1
models can move to Planning Analytics without
rewriting their web sheets or excel reports.
PAX is also very fast over the WAN so users
can now use the rich excel environment over
long distances, where normally a Citrix solution
would be required. When using Perspectives,
users would be stuck in manual calculation
mode in Excel, while PAX is specially designed
to work with the Excel calculation engine
and Automatic calculation mode. Data write
back without DB Send formulas and linking
of excel sheets to TM1 reports, means PAX is
integrated into Excel in ways we always wanted
Perspectives to be.
TM1Web
This hasn’t missed out on a revamp either, with a
fresh update to the interface to match the eyecatching nature of PAW. There have been many
improvements in speed, including a faster scroll/
loading of pages, and better support of larger
sheets. New selectors mean less clicks for the
user, and a new date picker on date formatted
cells.
Cloud
Many organisations having a strong cloud
strategy as there are so many benefits to going
cloud. Some of the many benefits are;

-

Reduced IT costs
Cloud vendors look after the hardware,
backups, OS upgrades, and product
software updates.

-

Flexible licensing
IBM Planning Analytics is fully cloud
based with a monthly subscription
which means companies do not need to
spend lots of money up front on servers
and licenses

-

Scalability
Add more resources as and when they
are required

As part of the IBM Planning Analytics Cloud
package you get access to ‘Bluemix Secure
Gateway’, which allows you to ODBC to data
sources on premise as though you were not
in the cloud. The gateway creates a tunnel
through the internet to get your data from
source systems securely and effortlessly.
What if your organisation has a strong on
premise stance, and is not looking at a cloud
solution? IBM has also released all the same
features and products for on premise version.
While the update frequency on the cloud is
every 3 weeks, the on premise releases are
currently 3 monthly, so it will take you longer to
get bug fixes and new features.

Why should you consider Planning Analytics?
In short, because it is good, no, in fact, it is great!
If you’re an existing TM1 customer, then Planning
Analytics gives you the same powerful product
you already know and love but in a faster, better
looking, and more feature rich product.
If you’re looking at Planning Analytics for your
enterprise planning, reporting solution or as a
strategic platform to model and drive business
outcomes, then you’ll find no better product.
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Spotlight: Carrick Mortimer

If you could offer some advice to an
organisation starting a new Business Analytics
project – what would it be?

Carrick Mortimer, Business Consultant
What you do at Cortell?
I’m primarily responsible for delivery
management. This encompasses all aspects
of project delivery from “Statement of Works”
through to documentation and technical
installation. I’m also an escalation point to help
projects stay on track.
What do you do outside of your Cortell
projects?
I pretend that my 3 year old daughter is
listening to me, and I pick up bits of food from
random places around the house. However,
when she decides to have a sleep, I usually do
something with computers. The last thing was
converting a Hadoop install on a Cluster of
Raspberry pi computers to run Apache Spark.
I’m about to dump that (it was more about the
journey than the destination). Now that the
Amazon echo software or Google Home can run
on a Raspberry pi computer I might give that
a go. I like the thought of talking to something
(that actually listens) and have the lights on and
off!
How did you become involved in the Business
Analytics industry? And why are you
consulting currently?
I worked for a company called Research
International in London. I was the Sales Ledger
Manager. They needed to do some employee
modelling and they chose to use Cognos
Planning. I have a fairly technical background
and volunteered to help a model using this new
tool. The Finance Manager and I built the model
with the help of an external consultant, I picked
it up pretty quick and after the model was built,
I mentioned to the consultant that I was looking
for something else to do other than Sales
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upfront work before even picking up the tool
allows for challenging the status quo. Like any
tool, you want to play to its strengths, simply
transferring Excel spreadsheets into a new tool
although will work, it’s really an opportunity lost.
Analysis phases take into account the current
process, but are more about “where is the
current data”, “what is the current data”, “how
does it need to be modelled” , “when does it
need to be done” and “ who needs to see the
results”. Because of this, the solution can be
completely different to anything done in Excel
before, but it will also deliver the greatest value!

Ledger stuff. He referred me to some contacts
and I got a job as a Cognos Planning Consultant
with an IBM partner. Eventually TM1 replaced
Cognos Planning.
Why have you focussed on working with IBM
Business Analytic solutions?

I think a business needs to have a clear
understanding of where they currently are,
and where they want to get to, and document
the gap. Classify the gap with short term
and long term goals. Interview people in the
business, particularly those that that have

come from competitors. What worked well
and what didn’t. Create a short list of what the
project needs to deliver in order of priority for
the short term goals or “phase 1”. Adhere to
that list with a laser focus. Ensure that during
Analysis phases, resources are available as
the process is quite intensive. Have a good
idea where the source data comes from and
how it can be accessed. It’s also important to
understand the limitations of analysis phases,
Be mindful that when consultants talk to
other departments or business units, the list of
mandatory requirements seems to grow when
a representative of the budget holder isn’t
present.
For companies that struggle to do good UAT
(User Acceptance Testing), or have not done
the process before, For everything you specify
during the analysis phase, write it down in the
form of a question. Then, you’ll have something
to compare to the deliverables in the SoW
(Statement of Work) and a fast and efficient
way of creating a UAT scripts.

It wasn’t a conscious decision. An opportunity
presented itself and I took it. I’m glad I did,
there aren’t many jobs where you can have a
meeting with a management accountant about
P&L and Balance sheet one moment, then
discuss server hardware and infrastructure with
IT in the next.
What are some of the common things you see
that “trip-up” organisations embarking on their
Business Analytics journey?
I think there are a range of things that impact
the journey, scope creep is key but there are
others and they are differ depending on the
type of project. Firstly, for projects targeted
at delivering something with a large end user
base, “change management” is important.
The project needs to take the end users on a
journey. Send weekly updates with progress,
include screen captures, ask for feedback,
conduct open meetings on a Friday afternoon
where people can come along or login and have
a look. It’s important that people see things
being build and are part of the journey, the
excitement around a deliverable eases that “I
have to learn something new feeling” when it
hits production.
For smaller businesses, it’s the understanding
that analysis phases pay for themselves, larger
organisations seem to take for granted that
analysis phases are needed. However, smaller
businesses take more convincing. Doing some
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more powerful was required to underpin future
growth.
“We were struggling with things like our
statutory reporting obligations and the finance
team had to spend long hours compiling reports
and making sure everything was accurate. We
knew we needed to find a more efficient way to
operate.”
Streamlining the finance function
Realising that a better platform was required to
support the finance team, a decision was taken
to retain the services of business performance
management specialist, Cortell Australia.
“I had worked with Cortell in a previous role
and knew they had the business understanding
and technical skills to help us find a solution
to our challenges,” says Cawood. “As a first
step they undertook a complete review of our
infrastructure to determine what changes would
be required.”
Cawood says the company already had an
instance of IBM Cognos Express in place,
however the number of new users at the time
to support our business growth meant that
IBM’s Enterprise version of TM1 and Business
Intelligence (BI) was required.

OceanaGold Digs Deep
OceanaGold enhances financial management and reporting capabilities by
partnering with Cortell Australia.

Throughout the world, the mining industry is
experiencing a period of rapid change. New
technologies, changing marketing conditions
and uncertain economic outlooks are putting
pressure on companies throughout the sector.
OceanaGold is an international mining company
with operations across the globe. In New
Zealand, the company operates the Waihi Gold
Mine on the country’s North island and Macraes
in the South Island. In the Philippines, it owns
the Didipio gold and copper mine.
In the United States, the company is currently
constructing the Haile gold mine in South
Carolina and expects to commission operations
this year. The company also has a significant
pipeline of exploration opportunities in the
Australasia and Americas regions.
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About three years ago, the company was in the
midst of a period of rapid expansion. Through
a combination of organic growth and the
acquisition of a number of smaller companies,
the firm quickly extended its footprint into new
areas.
“From a financial perspective we found that
things were becoming increasingly complex
very quickly,” says Chris Cawood, OceanaGold’s
Chief Information Officer. “We had a large
number of different entities to manage and also
had to deal with multiple currencies.”

The models and reports developed at the
time had not been able to provide the level of
support required by the finance team. “While
it was working at a base operational reporting
level it could not deliver at a company level,” he
says.
Working closely with Cortell, the OceanaGold
IT team determined that upgrading Cognos
Express TM1 & BI to Enterprise software would
provide the finance department with the
platform it required to underpin its activities.
“We took a phased approach to the deployment
to ensure the software could be properly
configured and not cause any disruptions to our
operations,” says Cawood. “This started with a
process of consolidation first and then attention
shifted to statutory reporting over the course of
a 12-month period.”

Delivering business benefits
With the new Enterprise solution in place, and
successfully completed Finance projects led by
Cortell, the OceanaGold finance team was soon
enjoying some significant benefits. Reports
that previously had required the juggling of
multiple spreadsheets could now be handled
automatically with collaborative and real-time
planning and reporting.
Financial data from different entities and in
different currencies could be collated and
analysed, making quarterly and year-end closes
much more efficient and with more accurate
and timely decision making.
“We found we could achieve so much more
without the finance team having to work crazy
hours,” he says. “It also improved our accuracy
as there were fewer manual processes involved.”
Cawood says the Cognos TM1 platform has also
significantly assisted the company comply with
the various regulatory requirements governing
its operations. “The bottom line is that we
would not have been able to report to the stock
exchange properly without the new software in
place,” he says.
Since going live with the new system, the
OceanaGold team and Cortell have worked to
deploy a budgeting and forecasting module.
This allows the creation of five-year planning
forecasts which helps senior management plan
investments and new initiatives.
More recently, Cortell ran a project to move
from locally implemented Cognos TM1 & BI
environments to Cloud hosted environments,
reducing IT costs while dramatically improving
application level performance.
In addition to the core finance projects, Cortell
has delivered Project Costing reporting, Cash
Flow and treasury models and Life of Mine
planning with integrated BI dashboards and
reporting. Currently Cortell is engaged on a
Single Chart of Accounts project.
“Overall, since we deployed TM1, the company
has grown exponentially,” says Cawood. “Yet
in this time the finance team has maintained a
similar staffing level. That is the best indicator of
what this software has done for us.”

Cawood says, until that point, much of the
financial management and reporting had
been completed using nothing more complex
than spreadsheets. While this had supported
operations in the past, it was clear something
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CHARTING YOUR ANALYTICAL FUTURE
WEBINAR: GET THE BEST OF SELF-SERVICE
ANALYTICS AND MANAGED REPORTING
TOGETHER
On demand

Upcoming Events
WATSON SUMMIT 2017
Sydney, Tuesday 25 July
Melbourne, Thursday 27 July
Create Disruption. See the Unseen.
Organisations can already see the opportunity
digital disruption presents - transforming
how people and businesses interact and how
companies engage with customers.
At Watson Summit, see how business leaders
and IT professionals can create disruption and
harness transformation leveraging the value of
IBM cognitive technologies.
Create Disruption. See the Unseen. Start your
transformation at Watson Summit:

CORTELL’S IBM PLANNING ANALYTICS
ROADSHOW
Melbourne, Tuesday 19th September 2017
Brisbane, Wednesday 20th September 2017
Sydney, Thursday 21st September 2017
Effective Budgeting, Forecasting and Planning
are critical to the viability, sustainability and
growth in today’s rapidly changing environment.
Yet these core financial processes remain some
of the most neglected areas of management
endeavour. The budgeting process is often
experienced as extremely onerous, slow and
time-consuming, often spreadsheet-based, and,
when managed in isolation of other financial
and operational inputs, the process is disjointed
and requires additional work further increasing
workload and risk.

•

See how to accelerate innovation and
design new operating models to improve
client experience

We are inviting you to learn, how you can
obtain the power to very quickly transform your
Budgeting, Forecasting and Planning processes.

•

See how to take advantage of new and
emerging technologies such as cognitive,
AI, IoT and blockchain

More information & registration click here

•

See how to pursue breakthrough ideas
with your data to answer the toughest
business questions

•

See innovations that organisations are
using to transform their business.

More information & registration click here

NSW CFO SYMPOSIUM

Sydney, 12th October 2017
The 2017 William Buck New South Wales
CFO Symposium is part of a series of wellestablished and well respected regional events
designed to streamline CFO knowledge
sharing and networking whilst dealing with the
most pressing local and global issues facing
Australian CFO’s today.
Cortell are exhibiting at the NSW CFO Forum,
and welcome all customers attending this event.
More information & registration click here

Links
Watson Summit 2017 - http://www-07.ibm.com/au/watsonsummit/
Cortell’s Ibm Planning Analytics Roadshow - http://www.cortell.com.au/edm/EDM-6/emailer-6.html
NSW CFO Symposium - http://www.nswcfo.com.au/symposium
Charting Your Analytical Future Webinar - http://tiny.cc/ixc4ly
Mastering Master Data Management - http://pages.marketing.informationmanagement.com/20170320_imt_ibm_ws_i1an_i1bd_lp.html?source=client&cm_mc_
uid=18469853415014987795210&cm_mc_sid_50200000=1498793817
Think! 2018 - https://www.ibm.com/events/think/

Get the best of Self-service Analytics and
Managed reporting together

Think! 2018
Las Vegas, Nevada March 19-22, 2018.
Think about it... A.I., cloud, data, IoT, and security.
They have merged in your world... and they have
in ours too. Announcing a first ever event that
truly reflects your industry, your company and
you.

More Information & registration click here

IBM are merging all of IBM’s global conferences
including World of Watson, Amplify, Connect,
Edge, and InterConnect to form the technology
industry’s most important event.

MASTERING MASTER DATA MANAGEMENT
On demand

Network with industry leaders and peers.
Access the latest education and hands-on labs.
Experience the latest advances and preview the
newest solutions.

Learn all about the latest release of IBM Cognos
Analytics, release 11.0.6

Organisations today are desperate to get value
out all the data they collect on their customers,
their suppliers, and their partners. But having
lots of data, and having lots of insights are
two vastly different things. Turning data into
effective action requires a strong understanding
of what that data has to say. That requires
excellent data analytics, data management, and
governance. But it also requires quality data that
can be trusted and accessed by everyone that
needs it. In short, it requires excellent master
data management.
More Information & registration click here

More Information & registration click here
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